
Bella IMC Helps Rebuild Using Lockdowel

Bella IMC ships flat packed cabinets to the site where
contractors can assemble using Lockdowel glue-less,
tool-less joining.

Bella Innovative Modern Cabinetry uses
Lockdowel Snap-together Joining to Ship
Flat-pack Cabinets to Hurricane Cities to
Rebuild Better, Stronger, Faster…

FORT WAYNE, IND., USA, September
19, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Three
weeks post Harvey and nine days post
Irma, now businesses are left with the
aftermath of rebuilding. Many are seeing
this as an opportunity to re-build smarter,
and need “smarter” faster than ever.

“Each day without business is a day
behind the profits the business owner
was counting on for 2017,” commercial
cabinet maker Chad Shelton, owner and
president of Bella IMC in Huntertown,
Indiana says. “With snap-together
Lockdowel assembly at the site, via on-
line ordering and flat packed shipping,
we can get contractors rebuilding offices
and homes in seven to ten days.”

Bella IMC serves other cabinet manufacturers by producing, cabinet boxes, doors and drawers.
Cabinet shops and contractors who may have lost their equipment or ability to be operational can lean
on Bella IMC to fulfill cabinetry orders. “While owners sort through the steps needed to regain
operation, we can seamlessly bridge the production gap. In addition, there will be a strong need for
product as homeowners begin to rebuild,” Shelton, the 2017 CMA Wood Diamond Lean
Manufacturing Award Winner says.                                       

Twelve months ago Chad Shelton didn’t have a vision about two hurricanes devastating the nation’s
south, but he did recognize a more efficient way to build cabinetry with the Lockdowel joining system.
Lockdowel has invented a screw-less, glue-less, AWI tested assembly system which allows very fast,
intuitive assembly for cabinets and furniture. 

“Using Lockdowel assembly for cabinets and closets and shelving contractors build at least 60
percent faster with 60 percent more profits,” Co-founder and President Bryan Koelling says. “We save
time and resources in finishing, assembly and manufacturing.”
“By removing the clamping and gluing process with the Lockdowel, combined with our easy-to-use
online ordering, we can rapidly produce cabinets with a huge reduction on labor costs,” Shelton says.
“Our prices to the contractors we serve, are extremely competitive while providing a quality
constructed box that has great integrity. We can greatly expedite the rebuild timeline for builders,

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.bellaimc.com
http://www.bellaimc.com


contractors and cabinet shops!” 

About Bella IMC:
Prior to launching Bella IMC, Chadwick Industries was a custom woodwork manufacturing shop for
both commercial and residential cabinetry and millwork. Bella IMC specializes in custom designed
and one-off work from architects and contractors. Chadwick Industries has completed projects for
many midwest hospitals, University of Notre Dame, W-Hotel in Austin, Venetian Hotel Las Vegas as
well as homes in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Chadwick Industries is a fully automated cabinetry facility
with capabilities to complete several large projects simultaneously. Chadwick Industries - 2410 Main
Street, Huntertown. IN, 260.338.2577 info@bellaIMC.com
http://www.cabinetmakers.org/2017-wood-diamond-award-bella-imc.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKEf-g91OSo

About Lockdowel:
Lockdowel provides fasteners, drawer slides and hinges for fast and easy installation of cabinets,
furniture, closets and architectural millwork. Patent pending. Lockdowel 41920 Christy Street
Fremont, CA  94538, (650) 325-8732    www.lockdowel.com
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